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Abstract
Queer subjectivity is often thought of  as fluid, nonlinear. This 
viewpoint aligns with scholarship on retranslation theory that views 
this process as a complex intersection of  possible meaning for a 
text. Drawing on a retranslation of  Guillaume Dustan’s Dans ma 
chambre, I suggest that retranslation reinforces queer subjectivity 
because both avoid teleological outcomes of  their processes while 
reexamining how Dustan illustrates his existence in relation to his 
disease

Résumé 
La subjectivité queer est souvent vue comme étant fluide, non-
linéaire, conception qui s’aligne sur ce qu’on sait sur la retraduction, 
processus considéré comme une intersection complexe du sens 
textuel possible. Sur la base de la retraduction de Dans ma chambre de 
Guillaume Dustan, tout en réexaminant le rapport qu’établit l’auteur 
entre son existence et sa maladie, je suggère que la retraduction 
renforce la subjectivité queer puisque toutes deux déjouent tout but 
téléologique.
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emphasizes how both of  these concepts disrupt standard discourses 
that surround translation and sexual normativity. Therefore, to 
explore the new translation of  Guillaume Dustan’s 1996 Dans ma 
chambre is an opportunity for readers to approach a more meaningful 
depiction of  how the queer, HIV positive subject is constituted in 
the autofictional novel1. Retranslation is typically anchored in a 
critical tradition that focuses on the “lack” of  the original translation, 
that retranslation provides a linear improvement towards the target 
language, by in large due to the inadequacies of  the first translation. 
However, I suggest moving away from that ideological quagmire 
and propose that retranslation is a performative act, that is to say, 
an intimate performance of  knowledge. What I suggest here is that 
retranslation can be viewed as a queer act in so much as both queer 
subjectivity and retranslation diverge from fixed statuses and branch 
off  into plural interpretations. To explore this, I propose unpacking 
what retranslation and queer subjectivity are and how both of  these 
theoretical concepts operate inside the space of  Dustan’s titularly 
“room.”

Guillaume Dustan, born William Baranès, comes from a 
middle-class Jewish family. As a brilliant student, his professional 
trajectory carried him to becoming an administrative judge, a 
profession he found hollow given the burning creative force writing 
provided him. Dustan’s most famous novels (Dans ma chambre (1996), 
Je sors ce soir (1998), and Plus fort que moi (1998)) consist of  a trilogy so 
aptly named his autopornobiography. Minimalist in nature, largely 
considered amoral by his critics at the time, they are the foundation 
for how he was perceived and most interestingly, how he has been 
embraced outside of  France. The hypnotic prose of  Dustan’s Dans 
ma chambre is an obsessive chronicle of  hedonism and queer praxis 
of  the 1990s (Clerc in Dustan 37) that retranslation permits us to 
revisit, rethink, and re-experience.

Antoine Berman purports that retranslation is often seen 
as foreignizing tool; an act that continues to distance the target 
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language from the source text (“La retraduction comme espace de 
la traduction”). While this view can be argued at length, I suggest 
another possibility: that the exercise of  retranslation can be 
interpreted as an amplification of  the author’s discursive traits which 
in this case, highlight the queer HIV praxis of  the mid-90s, a critical 
social juncture where tritherapy shifts the cultural signification 
of  the disease. From its discovery and throughout the 90s HIV/
AIDS culturally signifies death; however, due to the advent of  new 
therapies, that death has now been deferred such that an author 
like Dustan can focus his creative energy on testifying to life during 
this period of  deferment, waiting for death. This type of  thinking 
where retranslation can be viewed as an enhancement inverts the 
theoretical paradigm that suggests retranslation is a lack, and instead 
underscores how retranslation carries tremendous value because it 
“actualizes the potential contained in a literary text, i.e., its literariness” 
(Massardier-Kenney 73). Certainly, “essentialist positions” that label 
retranslation as supplanting a lack “need to be sidestepped” (Zafer 
Güneş 47) so that we can gain true translational, and transtemporal 
insight into the queer underpinnings of  HIV/AIDS praxis in the 
mid-90s. Furthermore, I contend that Massardier-Kenney’s concept 
of  potentiality is the key component to both retranslation and 
queer subjectivity because it underlines the multiple performances 
of  knowledge; it accentuates the idea that there is more to be 
communicated (retranslation) and performed (queer subjectivity) 
that needs unpacking. The literariness that Massardier-Kenney 
argues for, is the queerness I suggest retranslation permits readers 
to (re)discover. Retranslation therefore has an additional purpose, 
that of  performance. Consequently, it then becomes an iterative 
act that reinscribes the trauma of  the HIV/AIDS epidemic into 
contemporaneity by translating that trauma across cultures2. The act 
of  retranslating queer HIV texts forces a confrontation between its 
memory and our remembrance of  it.

The process of  retranslation stresses a reexamination, that 
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something is worth revisiting and renewing public interest. Therefore, 
when we retranslate queer cultural texts like those that testify to the 
HIV/AIDS epidemic, we are also remembering those epidemics. 
It becomes an act of  spectrality in the Derridean sense where our 
reading is haunted by the memory of  this epidemic. Retranslating 
the HIV/AIDS crisis acts as a reminder of  the trauma that has been 
forgotten and is now displaced to a present-day reading. When we 
(re)translate Dustan’s testimony of  being HIV positive in the mid-
90s, now, we displace the trauma of  that era; the memory becomes 
untimely and “out of  joint” (Derrida Specters 29) which produces 
this uncanny feeling of  haunting as the memory of  HIV/AIDS is 
now displaced to the present. 

Retranslating Queer Subjectivity
Translation studies and queer theory share commonalities in so 
much as they both interrogate the teleologies of  phenomena. 
Translation studies seek to unpack an interpretation of  a text, and 
it is understood as a “dynamic process by which ideas are produced 
and transmitted” (Bauer 2); queer theory works to dismantle 
dominant hierarchies of  sexual normativity. Their relationship is 
“mutually productive and mutually interrogating” (Baer and Kindl 
2) so to intersect them is to produce a deeper meaning of  queer 
performativity transnationally as we transpose one queer iteration 
into another temporality or cultural reality. This transposition is a 
performative where translation is “situated between creativity and 
productivity” (Baldo 189) especially for queer authors like Dustan 
whose writing is a testament to queer sexual discourse of  the 1990s.

Guillaume Dustan’s literary corpus, published from 1996-
2004, did not receive critical acclaim at first and in fact were “reçu 
de façon problématique” (Clerc in Dustan 17) due to the visceral 
reality his works depicted of  gay condomless sex. HIV/AIDS, 
that is the disease, the crisis, the sociological and cultural reaction 
to it, fueled a move away from solid subjectivity as the disease 
quite literally undermines existence given how it reappropriates an 
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individual’s own immune system to dismantle it. Just as the disease 
subverts narratives of  immunology, queer subjectivity deconstructs 
the fixed teleology of  normative subjectivity (i.e.: existence) by 
emphasizing a variety of  performances. I define subjectivity to 
reflect how individuals behave in and respond to certain milieus; 
but queer subjectivity deviates from this standardization because it 
is an affective practice that defies typical oppositions; it is abnormal, 
malleable, fluid—but most of  all not fixed. I purposefully avoid 
employing the term identity here as the concept tends to be viewed as 
unstable, “contingent and always in need of  re-affirmation through 
performative work” (Segal 385). Thus, the social movements that 
surround HIV/AIDS in French society play an important “role 
in constructing, deconstructing, and reconstructing” (Lehr 79) an 
individual’s subjectivity vis-à-vis the disease because the disease is a 
milieu people living with AIDS react to and defy. This subjectivity 
is always in the plural because the signification of  the HIV/AIDS 
crisis has been vociferously fought over (Treichler 11); there is no 
HIV/AIDS crisis, but instead crises and therefore the relationship 
individuals and societies share with it will always be in the plural. 
Additionally, queer subjectivity everts the heterosexual couple as a 
normative referent and privileged example of  sexual culture. What 
Dustan’s novels attempt to do, and in particular Dans ma chambre, 
is to center the discourse on the sexual periphery—the queer HIV 
positive man. Everything about this text deals with the queer, the 
non-objective; it’s a text of  nonnormative disease, nonnormative 
sexuality, and nonnormative sex (barebacking).

 This understanding of  queer subjectivity is what renders 
Dustan’s text fruitful to a discussion on retranslation as a queer act. A 
retranslation of  Dustan’s Dans ma chambre represents a new iteration 
of  queerness that moves us away from the concept of  a “vérité 
originelle” (Brisset 39), a false quest for a perfect recreation of  the 
source text. By commenting on Serpent Tails 1998 translation with 
Semiotext(e)’s most recent, I do not aim to underscore the faultiness 
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of  Brad Rumpf ’s translation, but instead highlight how the act of  
retranslation becomes a queer act and creates another representation 
for HIV/AIDS subjectivity. If  translation is a representation, then 
retranslation is a “pluralité de ces représentations” (Brisset 48)—
never fixed but fluid, similar to our understand of  queer subjectivity. 
Because of  this approach, we should view literature as an open site 
of  meaning, much like Derrida asserts in “This Strange Institution 
Called Literature” in so much as the translation and retranslation 
of  literature can be viewed as various interpretations of  meaning. 
Consequently, it is this fluidity of  interpretations that enriches what 
queer subjectivity amplifies3. David Attridge develops Derrida’s 
concept of  literature more when he explains that “the literary text 
is not, therefore, a verbal icon or a hermetically sealed space” (16); 
it is instead a corpus of  “repeatable singularity” (16) that changes 
depending on the context or as Massardier-Kenney calls it, the site 
of  “iterability.”  This an integral concept to how I view retranslation 
theory because it understands retranslation as a positive exercise that 
responds to new contexts. Therefore, just as retranslation can avoid 
the “teleological conception of  literature” (Massardier-Kenney 
76), queer subjectivity evades the linear nature of  heterosexual 
temporality because both elude singular teleologies. It is the root of  
what the term queer is—a destabilizing entity of  heteronormative 
discourse (Sedgwick, 9) and therefore viewing retranslation as a 
queer act and as an act that reifies queer subjectivity appears to go 
hand in hand.

 The body plays an important role in terms of  queer 
subjectivities as critical theorist like Judith Butler, Susan Stryker, 
and Ed Cohen have all tied subjectivity to corporeality and 
embodiment4. The production of  a subject is entrenched within the 
recognition of  the body (Brady and Schirato 12-13) and the body is 
positioned at the center of  HIV/AIDS discourse, and in particular 
Dustan’s text. The author constructs his character in relation to his 
sexual activity such that his body becomes the vehicle for his own 
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subjectivity: “Je vais finir par mettre du sperme dans le cul de tout 
le monde et par me faire faire pareil” (Dustan 129). Butler argues 
that the body is constructed through norms (Bodies xi), through an 
iterative performance, which for the novel in question is physically 
sexual: “Je suis devenu très conscient de mon corps, de son extérieur 
comme de son intérieur […] Je travaille. Mes seins, mon cul, mes 
éjaculations, mes prestations” (83). Thus, there is no fixed notion of  
queer subjectivity—it is not a closed site, but a pliable performance 
aligning it with how Derrida conceives of  literature and subsequently 
how we interpret the practice of  retranslation.

Situating Dustan’s Dans ma chambre
Guillaume Dustan entered the French literary scene in 1996 with 
Dans ma chambre published with POL editions. Dustan should be 
read differently than Hervé Guibert; he is an example of  a second 
generation of  gay French authors who write about queer life as 
HIV positive individuals. Dustan rebels against any implied image 
of  acceptable homosexuality, radicalizing what it means to write 
about being an HIV positive man by politicizing the actions of  
his protagonists. Where Guibert, author of  the magnum opus To 
the Friend Who Didn’t Save My Life, presented AIDS as an unjust 
melodrama (Blanckeman 29), Dustan painted it as a fact of  life 
(Dustan 61). His narrative style is known for its shock qualities, 
and he was quickly labelled as a “écrivain du ghetto [gay]” (Clerc 
in Dustan 25), therefore any translation should not shy away from 
the explicit and pornographic content of  his writing but embrace it 
not simply for accuracy, but because the perspicuous nature of  gay 
bareback sex was the ethos of  Dustan’s writing at this time. 

 It is worth noting that Dustan was painted as a fanatical 
ideologue who promoted bareback sex during a time when condoms 
were seen as one of  the few ways to make strides towards lower 
HIV/AIDS transmission. Barebacking, and therefore Dustan and 
his novels, were falsely politicized (Broqua 345) by Act Up-Paris as 
his work, in this case Dans ma chambre, was viewed by the latter as 
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the bible of  a risk-taking religion. As Oliver Davis notes, Dustan’s 
writing does not promote an ideology—his work as literature 
“aspire[s] to a suspension of  usual social rules of  propriety” (Davis 
146) meaning his work has a claim to literary freedom that does not 
forcibly denote him as an ideologue of  bareback culture5. This is an 
important historical and cultural fact because it inhibited Dustan’s 
literary reception in part because he was beheld as irresponsible, 
downright dangerous even though he was writing (and later 
speaking) about a practice that was widely occurring in gay Parisian 
circles despite Act Up-Paris’s aggressive advocacy for condom-only 
sexual intercourse.

However, the beauty of  Dans ma chambre/In My Room resides 
in how the Dustan so elegantly intertwines queer subjectivity with 
actions that only take place in his room—a space that is culturally 
conceived as intimate but transformed into social in Dustan’s text. It 
is worth investigating how Dustan’s “chambre” is both space and place 
in the Certeauian fashion. We understand that Certeau envisions a 
place as stable, static; but that space is about the potentially anarchic 
movement that allows individuals an opportunity to forge their own 
path by means of  the space. Dustan’s bedroom is a place because 
of  the stability it offers as a site of  queer expression; however, it is 
transformed into a space through the various partners that Dustan 
welcomes in it, serving as an “intersection of  mobile elements” 
(Certeau 117) in that some of  his partners are seronegative, others 
seropositive, and some remain unknown/ignorant. This mobility of  
serostatuses and sexual exchange convert his bedroom into a queer 
space through the instability of  serostatuses. The dynamic nature 
of  Certeau’s concept of  space is helpful to our understanding of  
retranslation as an act reinforcing queer subjectivity because it 
moves us away from the rhetoric of  retranslations as lack and helps 
posit retranslation as mobile and potential. Henri Lefebvre furthers 
the theoretical potential of  space by distinguishing between types 
of  spaces, of  which perceived space, “espace perçu”, is the most 
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interesting for this analysis. According to Lefebvre, perceived space 
emphasizes how dwellers actually use a space (48), giving agency 
to them. In this case, Dustan is able to queer the objectivity of  his 
bedroom, reappropriating its meaning, similar to how retranslation 
can change the objectivity of  true meaning for a text.

The “room” is where these two translations converge by 
means of  the title as both translators opt to keep the meaning of  
“room” over “bedroom.” Rumpf ’s choice of  room over bedroom is 
likely lexically linked to the openness room signifies over bedroom. 
It is a choice of  register Rumpf  decided to communicate, linking 
Dustan to a younger vernacular that potentially uses “room” over 
“bedroom.” However, most importantly for Maroun was how 
“room” affords an openness to meaning and a freeness to action, 
sheltering transient bodies as they move in and out of  this space. It 
is worthwhile noting how “bedroom” connotes an intimacy that can 
be missing from a generic use of  “room”; that “bedroom” brings a 
personal and private element to our reading that “room” potentially 
leaves out.

By opening his bedroom up to the reader, Dustan takes the 
private and makes it public to the voyeur-reader (Clerc 35). He 
begins his novel by abandoning his bedroom: “J’ai laissé la chambre 
à Quentin. Je me suis installé dans la petite pièce au fond de l’appart 
pour ne pas les entendre baiser” (Dustan 45). Quentin and the 
protagonist are former lovers, still roommates, whose tumultuous 
relationship frames the reader’s interpretation of  this space. The 
protagonist quickly reclaims the bedroom moving Quentin to the 
“salon,” off  scene. With Dustan back in his room, the reader’s 
gaze is upon him solely. The bedroom becomes a space for queer 
expression unique to the Dustanian literary world and it is within 
this space that subjectivity can find its own re-affirmation through 
performative work (Butler 214). Indeed, queer subjectivity is 
iterative, and Dustan’s novel repeats the same sexual discourse and 
acts over and over concretizing an identity that is based in the actions 
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that take place in his room. Accordingly, when we translate, we are 
reproducing, reperforming this subjectivity-defining act creating a 
“more social, erotic, and embodied queer subject” (Musser). 

The opening chapter sets the tone for the novel, inviting the 
reader into the bedroom as the protagonist complains about his 
former lover, Quentin, who interrupts a variety of  sexual acts in 
which the protagonist is engaging. This in turn disrupts the reader’s 
sexual voyeurism. The interruption is habitual and repeated; Dustan 
details the first and second interruptions, but because they become 
so frequent, he then narrates how he “systématiquement” (Dustan 
46) handled each one from then on. The use of  the imperfect tense in 
the source text underlines the routine nature of  the exercise. I would 
argue that most of  the sexual acts are narrated in the imperfect tense 
and thus are anchored in repetition which is quintessential to queer 
subjectivity in the novel6.

But part of  the authenticity of  Dustan’s work is the 
accuracy with which he narrates queer, HIV positive temporality. 
While the novel does pride itself  in being autopornographical, the 
confrontation between sexual hedonism and the consequences of  
gay unprotected sex during the mid-90s comes to a fore at various 
moments. The serial nature of  this testimony underscores how the 
reality of  HIV/AIDS could not have been ignored. An example 
of  this scenario is when Dustan describes his relationships with 
his new boyfriend, Terrier. In the source text he writes: “J’étais la 
première personne à qui il avait dit qu’il était séropo” (Dustan 46). 
The act of  unveiling a serostatus is political and provides agency 
to the character who is revealing it and by translating (Rumpf) and 
retranslating (Maroun) the unveiling becomes anchored in a cultural 
memory regarding the gravity of  the HIV/AIDS epidemic. Terrier’s 
presence in the novel also reinforces the concept of  the bedroom as 
a closed space as he is Dustan’s main boyfriend in the novel and his 
name invoke the image of  hiding in a clandestine space7.

Furthermore, I aim to argue that when we retranslate an HIV/
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AIDS text we interrogate the relationship the author shared with 
the disease. This is in part why we want the vulgarity of  Dustan’s 
literature to be readable and believable because it highlights how he 
juxtaposed this vulgarity with the very real situation of  HIV/AIDS. 
An example of  this confrontation is when he describes an evening 
at La Loco, a gay nightclub: “Dimanche soir à la Loco je suis tombé 
sur Tom. Il m’a dit que son ex était mort” (Dustan 79). Dustan starts 
his chapter with a cold collocation between sex life and reality. La 
Loco represents the pinnacle of  gay life in that it is where one goes 
to drink, dance, and find a hookup. To incise death into this locus 
is interrupt its sexual signification, mutating what La Loco might 
connotate. Rumpf  (Serpent’s Tail) translates the passage as “Sunday 
night at the Loco I ran into Tom. He told me his ex was dead” (50). 
The Semiotext(e) edition slightly differs, stating “On Sunday night 
at La Loco I ran into Tom. He told me his ex died” (Maroun 88). 
Both translations successfully disturb what La Loco symbolizes (a 
locus of  sexual expression), each offering a singular meaning.

Death occupies a prominent role in any HIV/AIDS text 
because it is the ultimate signifier of  the disease. Dustan writes, 
“J’attendrai d’être malade. Ça ne durera sûrement pas longtemps” 
(129) which the Serpent’s Tail edition translates as “I’ll wait and get 
sick. Surely it won’t last long” (119) while the Semiotext(e) proposes 
“I’ll wait to get sick. Surely it won’t be long” (114). Juxtaposing these 
two translations provides insight into how Dustan positions his 
(potentially) imminent death. The Serpent’s Tail version creates two 
separate actions: waiting and getting sick whereas the Semiotext(e) 
highlights the inevitability of  getting sick as the outcome of  waiting. 
Moreover, the two translations diverge more during the second part 
of  the quote; Serpent’s Tail places the emphasis on how long it will 
take for him to die once he’s sick whereas Semiotext(e) brings to 
the surface an uneasy feeling of  his looming death. This feeling of  
an impending death appears earlier in the text when Dustan writes: 
“Ça fait quatre ans déjà que je pense que je vais mourir l’année 
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prochaine” (62). Rumpf ’s translation establishes a poetic structure 
in the last part: “It’s been four years now that I’ve been thinking I 
am to die the next,” (25) ending the quote with a substantive “next” 
while also transforming the use of  the near future in French into 
an obligation “I am to” in English. Maroun’s translation brings out 
the laborious sentence structure Dustan originally wrote as if, just 
like his life, he is prolonging the sentence: “It’s been four years now 
that I’ve been thinking I’ll die next year” (68). The comparison of  
the two quotes emphasizes the plural nature of  (re)translation and 
places them in parallel value instead of  linear progression where 
the latter notion would suggest a hierarchy of  a more accurate 
translation. Additionally, the comparison between these two 
translations demonstrates the plasticity of  queer subjectivity and 
how it is constructed in regard to death. It serves as an example of  
how retranslation can intersect with queerness as it interrogates how 
readers come to understand Dustan’s relationship with his disease 
and life. Take for example one of  the penultimate lines of  the novel: 
“Alors je me dégoûterai tellement que ce sera enfin le moment 
de me tuer. Je me suis dit que je n’avais plus qu’à partir.” (Dustan 
129). The final line suggests a definitiveness—that all that remains 
in his life is this action—partir. Rumpf  provides the following: “I 
told myself  there was nothing left but to go away” (119) whereas 
Maroun interprets it as: “I told myself  that the only thing left to do 
was to leave” (144). The use of  “leave” in the Semiotext(e) edition 
subtends a permanence in so much as when one “leaves” there 
is something left behind, a remanent. Rumpf ’s use of  “go away” 
positions Dustan differently, it gives him a presence that he will 
move away from—a current state. The beauty of  both translation is 
how they invoke an interrogation of  where Dustan is at the end of  
this novel, what he will leave behind, and how he will move forward.

Contextualizing Subjectivity and Retranslation
It is important to take into consideration the context in which both 
translations were published. The Serpent’s Tail edition bravely hit 
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the shelves in 1998, just two years after Dustan’s POL publication 
in France. Queerness was not socially accepted in the franco 
or anglospheres and HIV/AIDS still carried a negative social 
connotation (one might argue that it still does despite advancements 
in prophylaxis). Thomas Clerc suggests that part of  Dustan’s failure 
to be recognized by French readership is because he was labelled 
as a homosexual who was only interested in homosexual problems 
(Clerc in Dustan 11), a myopic point of  view. However, we should 
interpret Dustan’s literature as universal (the meaning of  life) 
but argued from an extremely minoritized position. Dustan was 
rejected by moralists who believed his depiction of  condomless sex 
proliferated the spread of  HIV/AIDS. Rumpf ’s translation brings 
a readership to witness the speech act of  prideful barebacking and 
seropositivity. It is a first attempt at affixing a canonical status to 
Dustan’s corpus. The translation that Brad Rumpf  provides is 
significant because of  the marginal status Dustan’s oeuvre had as a 
whole in 1998. While significant, however, it does fall into the trap 
that many first translations do by reducing the text’s queerness, its 
alterity (in this case gratuitous sex) so that it can “mieux l’intégrer à 
une autre culture” (Bensimon IX). The initial translation softens the 
impact of  some of  the brutal sexuality that is on display at times, thus 
making it more culturally palatable for an anglophone readership, 
and possibly, the social era of  the time. Take for example “en train de 
me faire sauter au bord du lit” (Dustan 46) which Rumpf  attenuates 
as “poked” (4). The same scene is eventually retranslated as “railed” 
(Maroun 50), a term from a lower, American English register but 
potentially more accurate since one of  Dustan’s distinctive writing 
features is his tendency to jump from philosophical eloquence to 
gratuitous sex. Rumpf ’s translation softens the brutal, nonromantic 
quality of  Dustan’s sex at various moments (see Rumpf  108) 
likely hoping to capture a different readership. His translation 
also practices inconsistent spellings of  “come” vs. “cum” or the 
lingo of  “gel” (Rumpf  18, 20, 23) vs. “lube” which are essential 
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to anglophone queer praxis. Dustan did not write to please the 
heterosexual audience. He wrote to bear witness to his queer HIV 
world—all of  it.

 The 1998 translation tempers some of  the crudeness and 
rawness of  Dustan’s writing by alluding to sex. When describing 
intercourse with Stéphane, Dustan writes: “Mais en fait ça me gonfle 
de le sauter” (70). The reader understands that sex with Stéphane 
is now disgusting or bothersome, but Rumpf ’s translation ellipses 
the sexual component: “But in fact it sickens me” (38) whereas 
Maroun’s opts to paint a more unrefined image: “But actually I am 
sick of  fucking him” (77). The two translations offer two iterations 
of  the Dustan’s activity. Retranslating them thus proposes iterations 
of  readability, iterations of  subjectivity—palatable or crude. Neither 
is defective, but each is a unique interpretation that conceives of  a 
different relationship that Dustan shares with sex. Furthermore, the 
differences the two translations share emphasizes the relationship 
between (re)translation and queer sexuality precisely because “[re]
translation […] serves as a framework for analyzing how sexuality 
travelled across linguistic boundaries, and the politics of  this process” 
(Bauer 8). The politics of  bringing explicit gay sex to an anglophone 
audience becomes present as we compare the two editions and 
notice how each translation conceptualizes and constructs “sexual 
desire” and bodies (Bauer 8). Retranslation enables us to confront 
the linguistic, ideological, and political implications that are implied 
when translating sexuality (or perhaps sexualizing translation). This 
is ultimately where an analysis of  a retranslation of  Dustan’s first 
novel takes us: how does Dustan anchor his existence to sex and 
HIV/AIDS as depicted in Rumpf ’s translation and mine own. Both 
contribute to a nuanced understanding of  how Dustan wanted to 
depict queer sexual praxis in France, but each strives to transfer a 
readability of  that praxis.

Indeed the context is different in 2021 for the publication of  
the Semiotext(e) edition as almost two decades have passed since 
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Dustan’s death—numerous anglophone critics have fallen in love 
with his writing and the French have seemed to pull back on their 
moralizing rhetoric. The “bad boy” author appears to have been 
towed away from the periphery to the center of  French literary 
discourse on the autofictional novel. It is curious how the renewal 
of  interest in Dustan’s works happens to coincide with the growing 
success of  French public health campaigns for pre-exposure 
prophylaxis or PrEP8. Libération, France’s leftist newspaper, has 
published numerous articles on Dustan from 2018-20219. The June 
2021 issue of  French Vanity Fair published a five-page spread of  
the author cooingly titled “Génie Divin” after one of  the author’s 
later texts. In it, Romain Charbon explains that “le mythe de Dustan 
est en route” (Charbon 65) which is true as the retranslation of  
his first book and first translation of  his second and third novels 
become more widespread. All of  this background information is to 
emphasize the cultural context in which the retranslation is being 
published. A context that edifies Dustan’s place in the canon and 
justifies new readings and translations. 

The canon is a large motivation for retranslation, as Massardier-
Kenney explains, “re-translations exist not since earlier translations 
are defective but because they are the necessary condition for the 
survival of  the canonical source text.” (81)  While necessary to 
survival, retranslations are still rare, with only a few examples from 
French into English; thus they are even more rare for a less-known 
author like Dustan10.  Retranslation, perhaps, might be what anchors 
Dustan as a member of  the canon, to create a readership that 
appreciates the “literariness” of  his work. Moreover, retranslation is 
a meaningful way for us to understand the text, to keep its language 
eternally young. Retranslation becomes all the more meaningful with 
queer texts because the plurality of  meaning it produces ends up 
sustaining what queer subjectivity is. Thus, the heart of  my argument 
is that retranslation is an act upon which queer subjectivity is etched. 
If  queer subjectivity is conceived as is fluid and plural, antithetical 
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to classical notions of  subjecthood and normativity, then there is no 
queerer act than retranslating representations of  gay bareback sex 
in an HIV positive world. Françoise Massardier-Kenney eloquently 
suggests that we must move away from a discourse that suggests 
that retranslations supplant a linguistic lack and advises instead 
that we should focus on a rhetoric of  “mobility, multiplicity, and 
plurality” (82) that eventually pushes the field to “move forward” as 
Kaisa Koskinen encourages (316). Koskinen’s suggestion is where 
I believe queer subjectivity can take retranslation; the two therefore 
go hand in hand because of  what they produce, a moving forward 
towards malleable interpretations of  a given context. It’s imperative 
that we rethink the potential that resides inside of  retranslation in 
particular regarding queer subjectivity and queer performativity 
because as Berman stated, “aucune traduction n’est la traduction.”

University of  Illinois, USA

___
1 I use Dans ma chambre to refer to Dustan’s original source text and will 
use In My Room when referring to the translations, both Serpent’s Tail and 
Semiotext(e) editions.
2 See Stiliana Milkova interview “Bulgarian women who run with the 
wolves” with Nataliya Deleva and Izidora Angel in which the authors 
discuss how translation is a way for them to heal the trauma of  immigration 
because of  the audience it affords the source text witnessing that trauma 
in their own language.
3 See Jacques Derrida, “This Strange Institution Called Literature” in 
Acts of  Literature ed. Derek Attridge for more on the open-endedness of  
literature and interpretation.
4 See Judith Butler, Bodies That Matter (2); Susan Stryker “Trans-, Trans, or 
Transgender” (12); Ed Cohen “The double lives of  man: narration and 
identification in the late nineteenth-century representations of  ec-centric 
masculinities” (353-354).
5 Tremendous work has been done on the bitter rivalry between Act Up-
Paris and Guillaume Dustan as well as other another “bareback” authors, 
Érik Rémès.  See not only Oliver Davis’s “Leading by example: A queer 
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critique of  personalization and coercive community governance in Act 
Up-Paris’s operation against the bareback writers” but also Elliot Evans’s 
“Your HIV-positive sperm, my trans-dyke uterus: Anti/futurity and the 
politics of  bareback sex between Guillaume Dustan and Beatriz Preciado” 
for stunning analyses about the activist group’s wrongful politicization of  
Dustan’s work.
6 “La première fois, j’étais allongé sur le lit en train de me branler” (Dustan 
45); “La deuxième fois […] Là j’étais carrément en train de me faire sauter 
sur le bord du lit” (Dustan 45).
7 “Terrier” as in “terre” and other variations.
8 See C.J. Gomolka “The queer aesthetics of  la PrEP: iconography, the 
pharmacopornography regime, and (safe) sex in the French neoliberal 
marketplace” Contemporary French Civilization, vol 46 issue 2. Page 213-231.
9 See Arthur Vacher “Guillaume Dustan, les mots pour le queer” (2021), 
Jérémy Piette “À la recherche du Dustan perdu” (2019), Erik Rémès 
“Dustan Superstar (2018) all published with La Libération
10 Some examples of  retranslation in French literature are Gustave 
Flaubert’s Madame Bovary most recently retranslated in 2011 by Adam 
Thorpe; Marcel Proust’s À la recherche, retranslated in 1995 by a team 
of  translators overseen by Christopher Prendergast with an additional 
retranslation by Yale University Press starting in 2013 and still ongoing; 
and finally, Beauvoir’s Le Deuxième sexe retranslated in 2011 by Constance 
Borde and Sheila Malovany-Chevallier.
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